
 The culture and many-faceted design and crafts tradition of Japan have been 
a central source of inspirarion in my career. I have designed for centuries old 
Japanese companies and have visited the country dozens of times, sometimes 

weeks at a time. I have had the honour of meeting master craftsmen, ”National Living 
Treasures” in their studios and learn about their art.

In traditional Japanese textile design, refined graphic approach meets with exuber-
ance and blossoming flamboyance. The other side of the Japanese design tradition and 
approach is characterized by sensitivity, quietness, clarity and simplicity; attributes 
favored by many in modern Finnish design.

When walking through the streets of the traditional Gion -geisha quarters in Kyoto 
I was astounded by the skillful use of materials in the houses, how different rhythms, 
structures and materials meet. I was delighted by the use of bamboo. Its silky and 
round surface is appealingly tactile, it invites to touch. 

When I look at some of the architect Alvar Aalto’s classic solutions of joining 
rhythms, I cannot help but think that he, too, must have been inspired by the tradi-
tional houses of Kyoto. On the other hand, Japanese bathing culture is amiable even 
for a sauna-obsessed Finn. I’ve found some of the most harmoniously designed modern 
spas and bathrooms in Japanese luxury hotels.

Bamboo for Pukkila



I designed the BAMBOO series of ceramic tiles for Pukkila feeling 
inspired by my experiences in Japan. The gently three-dimensional, 
rounded stripes of the tiles create an elegant surface that tempts you 
to touch. BAMBOO tiles come to life through light and shadow, 
encouraged by the matte or shiny glaze; they help achieve a feeling 
of space.

Used horizontally, BAMBOO creates harmonious relief surfaces 
in bathrooms, spas or even kitchens. When used vertically, BAMBOO 
works as a piquant effect, border or change in surface rhythm.

BAMBOO is initially produced in four different color combinations 
and two glazes.



MATTE: 

White Chocolate – an elegant off-white look with a touch of matte luster

Liquorice – a deep charcoal grey approaching black, wonderful with white, 
grey and bright accent colors

Mussel grey – a soft gray with a hint of blue, yet warm



SHINY

Vanilla – a creamier shade easily coordinated with other natural colors

Dark Chocolate – a deep reddish brown, coordinated with darker 
 natural tones, deep brown wood colors



More colors to be added: greys, soft mineral colors
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